
 

Poker-X by Jeki Yoo

Hey there! I'm Jeki Yoo, and I'm thrilled to introduce you to Poker-X an
astonishing matrix routine that's taking the magic world by storm. Imagine starting
with four blank cards and four poker chips. You place the cards over the chips,
and with a wave of your hand, the chips magically gather in one spot, one by
one. The grand finale? The chips disappear and transform into a stunning
picture!

What's truly special about Poker-X is that it can be performed right in the
spectator's hand, making the experience incredibly personal and unforgettable.
And the best part? It's designed to be super easy for beginners, so anyone can
master this routine!

 Poker-X was an absolute sensation at the FISM European Championship,
selling out immediately after my performance. Trust me, this could very well be
one of the most mind-blowing matrix routines ever created.

Don't miss out on this magic marvel. Get your Poker-X now and start captivating
your audience like never before!

 Easy to do:

Designed with simplicity in mind, Poker-X can be performed by magicians of all
skill levels, making it perfect for beginners and seasoned professionals alike.

 Practical:

With minimal setup and straightforward execution, this routine is highly practical,
allowing you to focus more on your performance and less on complex
preparations.

Great for Live and Social Media:

Whether you're performing in front of a live audience or showcasing your magic
on social media, Poker-X is highly visual and engaging, making it ideal for both
settings.

 Powerful effect:
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The routine delivers a strong, memorable impact with its stunning visual
transformations and magical vanishes, leaving audiences in awe every time.

Captivating Routine:

This routine might just be one of the most captivating matrix routines out there.
Its combination of poker chips and cards, along with the magical vanishes and
transformations into vivid images, makes it a truly enchanting performance piece.
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